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Investigations on tlie magnetie siiseeptibility and anisotropy of FefNFl4S04)2, 
6KjjO (Bos(' ef uL, 1901) by Pryce's method shows a 29% rednetion of thi'. spin- 
orbit coupling oving to covaleney (dfects. We have tluTcdore, applied here the 
nion  ^ reasonable and general imdhod of moleeular orbitals (Van-Vleeh 1932, 
Stevens I9o3. and Bose et a l . , 1900) assuming that the covaleney ovculap is aniso­
tropic.
The theoretical calculations of jirincipal ionic* susceptibilities of Fe‘^ + are 
made and compared with the experimental data on anisotropy and mean sus(*(*p- 
tibility for the salt Fe(KS()4)2, OH^ O (Table T) which is isoinorphous to the* 
ammonium double salt previously investigated. It is assum(*d here as in tlu* 
previous cjase that the ligand field has a small t(*tragonal eojupommt sii])erposed 
on the predominant cubic [lart.
As no paramagnetic, resonance data for Fe-  ^ Tutton salts is availabh*, we 
(H)inpare the |/-values of Fe(KS()4)2, OFf^ O with tiiose of TinkhanPs (1955) on 
FeF.^  diluted with ZnF . Since the c;rvstalline fields in FeF2 is truely orthor- 
hombit* the (/-values are somewhat different in magnitude' from that in Tutton 
salts hut the order of magnitudes are ciomparable within the limits of approxi­
mations involved.
In the case of Fe(NH4S04)2, fiH20, the tetragonal field coefficient A increases 
with temperature from a value of 270 cm i at 20°K to 650~i cm, at 300”K. In 
the case of F( (^KS04)2, 8^ 2^ , A (changes from 240~i cm at 90°K to 640 cm*i at 
300 K. Thus we see tliat the order of the anisotropic field and also their variations 
with temperature are almost the same in the two oases. The increase in A with 
temperature is due to thermal expansion or relaxation effects in the salts. In 
the case of Fe(NH4S04)2, BHgO the spin—orbit coupling coefficient has been de- 
creased by 20% from its free ion value of -«-103cm-i (Owen 1955, Bose et. a l ,
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1961). In the (iaso of Fe(KS04)o, OKgO we find the spin orbit coupling =  — 
—80 cm” ,^ —83 cin^  ^ instead of free ion value of —103 This indi-
cates again almost the saane overlap between the 3d and cs- and 0^ ” 
charge clouds, except that the overlap here has been taken as anisotropic.
The details of the work will be published shortly elsewliere.
TABLE I
Fe(KS04)2, 6H2O.
L, --  0.95, ^  0.80 cm-i
kj, == —80, Sj. ™88
Temp. p2 p r —pjL f/—values
30U 640 28.r»7
(28.58)
10.31
(10.34)
220 416 28.13
(28.08)
12.87
(12,70)
90 240 2().00
(2«.27)
2 2 . 1 0
(2 2 .0 1 )
f/-=8.48
'8 .9 7 i .0 2 )
f/= e
(C;
The \alu(‘s in tlu^  yjarenthesis in the 3rd and 4th eohimn indic^ ate tlio experi-
mental results of Boso (1948). Tlie [/-values within paronllicsis in the otii colnnin
arc‘ Tiukham's (1955). '
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